# STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

## DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA

### NOVEMBER 4, 2008

### INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS

To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s) like this: ☐

## FEDERAL OFFICES

### PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT

**JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN**  
Republican

**BARACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN**  
Democratic/Independent

**CYNTHIA MCKINNEY AND ROISA CLEMENTE**  
Green

**ROGER CALERO AND ALYSON KENNEDY**  
Socialist Workers

**RAFAEL NADER AND MATT GONZALEZ**  
Independent

**BOB-BARR AND WAYNE A. ROOT**  
Libertarian

**CHUCK BALDWIN AND DARRELL CASTLE**  
Constitution

### VOTE FOR ONE TEAM

## CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

**FAILURE TO VOTE ON A CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT, WILL HAVE THE SAME EFFECT AS VOTING NO FOR THE AMENDMENT.**

**TO VOTE FOR A PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT, COMPLETELY FILL IN THE OVAL NEXT TO THE WORD "YES" FOR THAT QUESTION. TO VOTE AGAINST A PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT, COMPLETELY FILL IN THE OVAL NEXT TO THE WORD "NO" FOR THAT QUESTION.**

### CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE, CULTURAL HERITAGE, AND NATURAL AREAS

Shall the Minnesota Constitution be amended to dedicate funding to protect our drinking water sources, to protect, enhance, and restore our wetlands, prairies, forests, game, and wildlife habitat to preserve our arts and cultural heritage, to support our parks and trails; to protect, enhance, and restore our lakes, rivers, streams, and groundwater by increasing the sales and use tax rate beginning July 1, 2009, by three-eighths of one percent on taxable sales until the year 2034?

**YES**

**NO**

## CITY OFFICES

### COUNCIL MEMBER

**VOTE FOR UP TO TWO**

**RUTH GRENDAIL**

**TOM GODDWIN**

**SPECIAL ELECTION FOR COUNCIL MEMBER**

**VOTE FOR ONE**

**JOSHUA LINDE**

**SHARON LACOMB**

### UNITED STATES SENATOR

**VOTE FOR ONE**

**DEAN BARKLEY**  
Independent

**NORM COOMAN**  
Republican

**AL FRANKEN**  
Democratic-Farmer-Labor

**CHARLES ALDERSON**  
 Libertarian

**JAMES NEMACOL**  
Constitution

## COUNTY OFFICES

### COUNTY COMMISSIONER

**DISTRICT 7**  
**VOTE FOR ONE**

**PAUL DESLAURERS**

**WILL BRANNING**

### UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE

**DISTRICT 2**  
**VOTE FOR ONE**

**JOHN KLEIN**  
Republican

**STEVE SARV**  
Democratic-Farmer-Labor

## STATE OFFICES

### STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 37A

**VOTE FOR ONE**

**TARA MAZZI**  
Republican

**SHELDON MADDEN**  
Democratic-Farmer-Labor

### SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR

**DISTRICT 1**  
**VOTE FOR ONE**

**SCOTT NORSTAD**

**MARVIN BROWN**

**VICTORIA A. DYORAK**

### SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR

**DISTRICT 4**  
**VOTE FOR ONE**

**PETE B. SCHUTTER**

**CHRISTINE NIELSON**

### SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR

**DISTRICT 5**  
**VOTE FOR ONE**

**MICHAEL F. CARR**

**JOE MEYERS**

### VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT
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# State General Election Ballot
## Dakota County, Minnesota
### November 4, 2008

## Instructions to Voters
To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s) like this: ☐

## Judicial Offices

### Supreme Court
- **Associate Justice 3**
  - Vote for One
  - PAUL H. ANDERSON Incumbent
  - TIM TINGELSTAD
  - [other candidates]

### 1st District Court
- **Judge 12**
  - Vote for One
  - NATHANIEL J. REIFZ
  - JOSEPH CARTER Incumbent
  - [other candidates]

### Associate Justice 4
- Vote for One
  - COREY GILDEA Incumbent
  - CAROL HODDEN Incumbent
  - [other candidates]

### Court of Appeals
- **Judge 16**
  - Vote for One
  - KEVIN W. EDM Incumbent
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 1
- Vote for One
  - EDWARD T. FAY
  - ROBERT P. KING Jr. Incumbent
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 2
- Vote for One
  - THOMAS J. KALITOWSKI Incumbent
  - SHAWN MOYNIHAN Incumbent
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 3
- Vote for One
  - ROGER M. KLAPHEKE Incumbent
  - JOHN C. McCARTHY Incumbent
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 4
- Vote for One
  - MARIE L. BENGSTON
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 5
- Vote for One
  - EDWARD LYNCH Incumbent
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 10
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 11
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 12
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 13
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 14
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 15
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 16
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 17
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 18
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 19
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 20
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 21
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 22
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 23
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 24
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 25
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 26
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 27
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 28
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 29
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 30
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 31
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

### Judge 32
- Vote for One
  - [other candidates]

---

**Vote Front and Back of Ballot**
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